Champions Fall Semester 2013

Flag Football

It’s About to Get TAMUGLY: Co-Rec

Sebastian Arnold, Lauryn Emmitte, Madison Gisi, Jordan Hitt, Corbin Hoffmann, James Jones, Bryce Machleit, Robert McClendon, Sarah McCullen, Lauren Michalka, Andrew Peiler, and Kayleigh Silva

The Leftovers: Men’s

Blake Kabariti, Sebastian Arnold, Daniel Cobb, Will Darling, Nick Duree, Corbin Hoffmann, James Jones, Bryce Machleit, Robert McClendon, Andrew Peiler, and Josh Potter

Basketball

Team Grad: Co-Rec

Mike Dance, Kaylan Bradley, Maelle Comic, Jacque Cresswell, Nathan Johnson, David Moulton, Nathan Reed, and Candes Randall

Salty Sailors: Men’s

Michael Zienty, Austin Cortez, Matt McCollum, David Missroon, Justin Reeves, Alexander Smith, Shane Spanitz, Darren Stolz, and Jack Campagne

Outdoor Soccer

Screaming Seagulls: Co-Rec

Chelsea Alexander, Lauryn Emmitte, Jenny Lee, Adam Lewis, Kenzie Merrill, Will Neuse, Anna Nevitt, Kayeigh Silva, Josh Potter, Andrew Peiler, Daniel Cobb, and James Jones

Volleyball

Seis Muchachos: Co-Rec

Sterling Cromwell, Sebastian Arnold, Nick Duree, Lauryn Emmitte, Angi Gould, Alexandra Hasperberger, Corbin Hoffmann, and Raven Walker

Dodgeball

Expendaballs: Co-Rec

Paige Marmottin, Tyler Bartlett, Cheyenne Cash, Richard De Smit, Alex Richardson, Kyle Sijansky, and Kirsten Stokes
Champions Spring Semester 2014

Flag Football

Dill With It: Men’s
Rob McClendon, Corbin Hoffmann, Sterling Cromwell, Andrew Peiler, Sebastian Arnold, Nick Duree, Josh Potter, Bryce Machleit, Kyle Lonquist, Chad Cobb, and Blake Kabariti

Team Grad Powderpuff: Women’s
Lands Randall, Ayaka Asada, Kathleen Bowers, Kaylan Bradley, Maelle Comic, Jacque Cresswell, Emilie Johannes, Erin Mattson, Natalie Spear, Katie Stclair, Carolyn Weaver, and Ashley Whitt

Football Orr Nah: Co-Rec
Robert McClendon, Sebastian Arnold, Lauryn Emmitte, Madison Gisi, Jordan Hitt, James Jones, Bryce Machleit, Lauren Michalka, Josh Potter, Kayleigh Silva, Morgan Williams, and Javey Guarino

Basketball

disFUNctional: Co-Rec
Matt Yochum, Stephen Consoli, Madison Osborne, Alexa Reinhart, Zach Sanford, Kenneth Roys, and Delany Kelly

Kickball

Angry Pirates: Co-Rec
Anna Nevitt, Kayliegh Silva, Chelsea Alexander, Lauryn Emmitte, Adam Lewis, Sebastian Arnold, Will Nevse, Javey Guarino, Josh Potter, Alex Richardson, and Corbin Hoffmann

Ultimate Frisbee

Hold My Disk
Michael Stegemoeller, Chelsea Alexander, Kelvin Dizon, Savannah Hedge, Mae Hinson, Kelsea Janak, Chris Litwin, Courtney Rohlfs, Caden Vichich, and Tyler Young

Softball

Babes: Co-Rec
Lauren Michalka, Liz Barlow, Michael DeRiggi, Harrison Fowler, Javey Guarino, Jackie Guzman, Chris Hitch, Bryce Machleit, and Robert McClendon
Indoor Soccer

Screaming Seagulls: Co-Rec

Chelsea Alexander, Lauryn Emmitte, James Jones, Patrick Kirst, Adam Lewis, Kenzie Merrill, Will Neuse, Anna Nevitt, and Kayleigh Silva

Inner Tube Water Polo

Sodium Super Stars: Co-Rec

Morgan Sifrit, Kirsten Stokes, Cari Koelsch, Ashley Marmottin, Corbin Hoffmann, Sebastian Arnold, and Kyle Lonquist

Sand Volleyball

Cuatro Amigos

Alex Hersperger, Corbin Hoffmann, Angi Gould, and Sterling Cromwell